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Ginger Strand 

On That Afternoon 

I peeled a banana, you 
an orange, and we laughed 
over something absurd 
in the local paper. That evening, 
a neighbor came, and we 
talked and I made tea. 
Perhaps I remember your 
hand, or a glance 
in your eyes as you helped 
me, bringing the water ... 

In my dream, we are outside 
a door, banging to be let 
in. But when I wake, 
it is we who are inside, 
the room is dim, and it is 
a strange, shadowy creature 
whose long fingers have 
woken us, knocking. 
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jennifer A. Ciemiega 

For The Artist David Small 

When he arrives in his coat of flies, 
He will lean one finger over at you 
And scratch a little at your chin. 
A little remnant of your scent 
Is all he cares to require. 
He'll take the residue left in your eyes, 
And hold it to his own. 
Then he'll give it back with a messenger 
Off his sleeve. 

There. 

It has been planted. 
They will scent you and return in millions 
Of greying wings and little sixes of feet 
Around your waist, your wrists and encircling 
the neck. 
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Patrick james Northway 

Stasis 

Lying in a backwards room. 
Her sleep on mine-
just another sodden blanket. 
I think on pasts 
that were never mine. 
A plan of light on the wall: 
My specialty. 
Produced itself in two days. 
The precise orchestrations 
of photon and lumen, 
flashing and jumping 
much like the dead 
beside me. 

Other times, other selves, 
have abandoned me to the cold 
sterility of now. 

She fights. 
Asks awakening. Pushes 
the corpse in its coffin. 
Holding a flashlight to the eyes 
of my body, 
waiting for the irises 
to respond 
to the hand-held overture. 
My selves no longer pitch 
under the infrared and ultraviolet. 
The light surrounding, 
cobalt blue, 
is the residue of banked fires 
and cold dark stars. 
Colder than the dead beside me. 



The blows of the flashlight 
do not interrupt the slowly cooling glow. 
Stopping, she watches 
a final flare-up reflect 
off the paper I never touched, 
rolls over into 
the quiet dark 
I never saw. 

Mark Crilley 

Healing 

Like a broken thumb 
prodding along 
a familiar road, reaching 
into empty pockets, 
waltzing on the beach. 
Recalling a riddle or a doughnut shop. 
Look~ng for reasons to whistle 
and finding them. 
Chewing a lot before you swallow 
and spreading your words out, 
just the way you like. 
You've lost your hat 
in an April cloudburst 
and doggone it, 
you're believing again, 
aren't you. 
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Tina Stoecklin 

Las Guerras Floridas 

After the first 
day he knew only 
thirst, the sun 
in his throat. 
He let forest hide 
the smell of his 
running, slept 
with his chest rising, 
muscles long as shadows, 
wrists tangled in vines . 

. . . And when the gods gathered, 
built a bonfire, Tecciztecatl 
threw himself in it, the jewels 
of his robe running together. 
And when the flames ceased 
to nourish, he demanded 
the blood of others ... 

He understands now 
the hollowness of running 
just ahead 
of a reaching horizon, 
how the sun envies 
him his sweat still dried 
between his shoulders, 
his muscles still 
swollen with blood. 



Maria Benaglia 

Hambre de Luna 

... Being first vassals 
to the Toltecs, the 
Aztecs found this master 
easy to placate. For him 
the Flower Wars: hunted 
for three suns, the chosen 
became "Image of God" 
neck arched and red ... 

Tomorrow, they will run 
to the next horizon, 
he and the sun, 
between them 
a stone knife. 

Tu foto en desvelo. Esta noche de ojos extendidos como los dias que me disecan, pre
siento tu figura que arafla el vidrio detras del universo. Queda poco tiempo. Me acecha el 
eco de tu sombra tanteando en el vado. Pronto las muecas retuercen los colores; la noche 
ozono se enjuaga en el cafe con leche y el aire es un gesto en el aliento. Voy a desviar la 
direcci6n de tu noche. Un ultimo pacto lunar para encontrar tu piel entre sus fauces de 
acero! TRIZAS 

El viento se dilata. Las muecas van metiendose los dedos en el aire y espantan la 
mirada. Pas6 la luna. Tu came es una aureola en el asfalto. Quise desviar la direcci6n de 
tu noche y se sec6 tu historia en mi desvelo hambriento. Estas comprandote tu foto. Y esa 
breve intenci6n de tu figura tocandome los ojos: es un gesto. 
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Christopher Lee Kyer 

Meditations of Violent Men 

Perhaps it is nothingness. He wouldn't say. I couldn't say. I was a quilt-crafter, turning patchwork minds in
to useful wholes. "Mad" was a word I no longer understood, a concept slowly less definable with time. I, too, 
have been called mad; perhaps, but go on to the next event. 

"Charlie's using AA." 
"No shit, man." 
"How the hell did he get AA ?" 

•••••• 

"I don't know: I don't work the damn Ho Chi Minh trail!" 
I could barely hear the voice transmissions through the high speed metallic crack of M60's drawing belts 

of ammunition through them like starving animals eating the shells for nourishment. The choppers to either 
side of our slick were wild, twisting and veering to avoid the AA fire from the tree line. They weren't using 
tracers: the only way to mark their position was the mix of yellow and red at the muzzle bursting from the 
green of the jungle. I pulled back on the stick, guiding the Huey up and away from the heavy gunfire. 

"Key on me!" 
They seemed to have never heard me. 
"Get your asses out of there and key up on my pattern!" 
Two gunships to my left exploded almost simultaneously. Another on my right had its tail rotor blown out, 

spinning madly. Charlie was picking us out of the air like clay ducks, soaking up the pleasure of the destruc
tion. The blonde kid on the door gun was preoccupied with his weapon and the unseen Vietcong, emptying 
belt after belt of ammo into the jungle. 

Massacre. 
An anti-aircraft shell blew through the cabin with a whistling, piercing shriek. I looked over my shoulder, 

noticed that the machine gun was no longer digesting its saltpeter breakfast: the blonde kid was lying 
sprawled over the deck. 

I wanted out. I heaved and pulled on the controls to get the ship back into safe airspace. Nearly half the 
damn squadron had been blown to scrap metal. 

I wanted out and suddenly I could feel the heat and pressure of the ship being splintered and shattered 
underneath me; there was no thunder like that silence . 

•••••• 

Raymond woke with a gasp that was not quite a shout of fear. His broad back was coated ever so slightly 
with sweat and his breathing was impatient. He had to induce a mental calm in himself, controlling his 
lungs' operation to keep from becoming dizzy. His left hand crept down his thigh, unconsciously feeling the 
series of heavy, faded scars there. Again, for the hundredth time, Raymond thanked God that he had surviv
ed the dream. 



By the time he had crawled to the shower and twisted on the hot water, he actually managed a smile for 
himself. This time the dream had come at dawn; he could start his day an hour earlier with little problem. 
Sometimes, the dream would come on him in the middle of the night or even soon after drifting off into 
sleep. He would be left to stare at the ceiling, the walls, or his own feet until he could create the impetus to 
get up and read, or watch television, or just get into the shower and let the water soothe him. Today he made 
it to the shower with self-surprising ease. 

• ••••• 

The Countach is one of those few cars that can serve no real purpose in everyday life. Raymond thought of 
this now and then. 

The engine increased pitch as Ray downshifted to fourth. The highway was empty. The high-tech radar 
detection system showed nothing, yet he shifted to third and decelerated to a calm 95 miles per hour. The 
intricate panel of dials revealed the ease of the car at this speed, the massive V12 gently pulling the car 
along. He was approaching the city: traffic would be greater and police scanning would increase to include 
means other than radar. He let the speed drop to 70 miles per hour. 

In their own ways, the Bell and the Lamborghini were both extremely efficient at their jobs. So was Ray. He 
knew that today the grey pin-stripe three-piece and the cranberry tie on a white shirt would serve him best. 
Tomorrow, jeans and a loose shirt would be enough. For the next week he would need to look at his calen
dar to tell him what to wear. 

He dropped to second gear and began the slow curve of the exit ramp. He was supposed to take the in
terstate all the way into the city, but he had a few hours to kill anyway: he decided to drive for a while. 

He grinned with the handling of the car, the way it accelerated and cornered, rolling through the twists of 
the low hills. Here, on the county roads, Ray felt that the driving could go on forever, never seeing another 
car. The vast emptiness of the back roads was inviting and enclosing-theraputic as methadon . 

•••••• 

I didn't hear his body, the chest armor, being ripped over the "whopping" of the blades. He was dead, 
wasted; I couldn't do a damn thing except get the Huey out of there. 

I pulled up on the collective and manipulated the cyclic. The armor plating beneath my feet blinded me, 
left the belly of the Huey open: I knew Charlie was turning his sights towards me. The ship didn't respond. 
The son of a bitch wouldn't respond. 

"Red Two, will you get the hell out of there!" 
I yelled back through the mike. 
"I think I've been hit: she won't respond properly." 
"Do something, Lawrence, or you're wasted!" 
I knew that, I knew it, and it was too late even as I thought it. I could feel the heat ripping, expanding 

beneath me. The darkness swallowed me only a second before the flame . 

•••••• 

He wanted to know, really understand what people felt. He, to use his phrase, "didn't give a fuck" about 
their thoughts. He often reacted with agitation to any mention of ideas or concepts. For Ray there was a 
definite and painful schism between people and their thoughts. Yet day after day he played that schism like a 
roulette wheel. I believe he won only enough to continue losing . 

•••••• 
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Two a.m. was not always late for Ray, but he had been awakened early. It was late enough to eliminate most 
of the highway traffic. He had shed the tie and suit coat, his shirt sleeves rolled onto his well-exercised 
biceps. He looked out into the night with the anticipation of a predatory animal. 

He pushed "Beggar's Banquet" into the Blaupunkt deck. 
He shifted firmly to third. and the car jumped forward to 85 miles per hour and continued to accelerate. 

Rythmic drums, congas, began to filter through the speakers. Without a missed beat, he put the car into 
fourth and the slow acceleration continued past 100 miles per hour. He increased the volume to hear the 
song more clearly. "Stole many a man's soul and faith." As he passed to fifth, the car leveled its speed at 
140. 

"Hope you guessed my name." 
Ray grinned at the lyrics, answering them in his mind. He knew the name: he knew the title of the song. 
"But what's puzzlin' you is just the nature of my game." 
Jagger's voice carried its question into the empty crevices of the car. 
"When the Blitzkrieg raged and the bodies stank." 
He had been a part of America's own Blitzkrieg, the air war of the Hueys. He knew the smell of 

bodies-burned, broken, and shredded by gunfire. 
"I shouted out, 'who killed the Kennedy's?!' when after all, it was you and me." 
He was in Nam for both of the assassinations. He wanted to know who killed his friends, his comrades, the 

soldiers he had never met; Victor Charles was nameless, faceless-bullets out of the jungle. 
"And all the sinners, saints." 
And they were supposed to be saviors, the American heroes riding on turbine-powered horses to the 

rescue, the AirCav. 
"Tell me baby, what's my name?" 
Ray knew the title of the song. 

• ••••• 

Raymond's mind churned relentlessly as his instincts drove the car. He worked ·over his life again, con
templating it against the headlight-illuminated trees and the widening blacktop of the road. 

Today he had sold himself in no different a way than a whore sells her body. The newest set of people with 
money and a script had come to him, as technical advisor, on the helicopters and military aspects of this 
latest "Vietnam as Vietnam Really Was" movie. Regardless of his efforts, they never produced reality. They 
didn't care what happened to him or anyone else in the AirCav; they wanted a movie that would turn a profit, 
preferably a large one. He sold them experiences and knowledge bought with blood for cash, for the things 
money would buy. He also did it because Dr. Renard suggested the work as therapy to help him assimilate 
the memories. For a brief while, Ray had told himself that that was why he originally sent the letter and 
resume to Universal, but he knew now as surely as he knew then that it was the money. 

The money had bought him a car he had dreamed of for years and established a "diversified and solid 
portfolio" of stocks and bonds for him to rest on, yet still he depended on the military to give him wings. 
Twice a year he would spend six weeks training the newest batch of wide-eyed kids on the intricacies of the 
helicopter. He still enjoyed flying more than anything else in the world, even if he could not shake the feel
ing, despite all aerodynamic reason, that the helicopter was suspended by its rotors in a void, not tangible 
air. 

• ••••• 

My association with Ray lasted nearly nine years. When he came to me in 1976, his personal history led 
me to believe his condition was a delayed reaction to post-traumatic shock. My later diagnosis was more ac
curate and had little to do with his time in Vietnam: that was merely one event in a long history for Ray. He 
requested an end to the treatment nineteen months later after an apparent full adjustment. 

•••••• 



I have sold myself, he thought again. He looked at the speedometer, saw the needle steady at 135 miles 
per hour. His brain instantly converted that to 115 knots, near the top speed of the "Iroquois." He 
remembered the first time he had seen the Bell HU-1 , still in the fmal phases of testing in 1963 before Bell 
filled the Army's order for several hundred helicopters. He had been sent to inspect and learn as much 
about the Iroquois as possible before his six week trip to Saigon. An "assessment trip," he and a whole regi
ment of officers and specialist advisors were sent to decide on the creation of the 1st Cavalry Division, Air
mobile. His signature was on the report: he had recommended it and put in a request of transfer from Air
borne to Airmobile, ASAP. He was a captain in the Airborne: he knew he would get it. 

•••••• 

"Where the hell'd Charlie get that kind of equipment?" 
I answered him. "How the hell should I know?" 
"Do we go in?." 
It was Waterman: it was his second mission. 
"Yes, we go in, you asshole, Army works that way: do your job, then worry about keeping your ass in one 

piece." 
Waterman and I were next in the rotation for the LZ, which could hold only two birds at a time. M fire 

blazed out of the jungle, coming from out of that tangled mess where Charlie walked at will. It seemed to be 
coming from nowhere: the gunships ran strafmg passes back and forth over the trees, not hitting a damn 
thing. One stupid pilot reported the obvious: 

"Charlie's using M." 

•••••• 

March of 1969 found him, a major in the First of the Seventh, stationed at Danang flying a troop carrier 
version of the Bell HU-1 "Iroquois" known as a "slick." It was in his 41st month of duty in the Vietnam 
theater. He had flown 627 missions of which 540 were rated as "combat." He had never been shot down. In 
fact, he never had to ground a chopper for repairs from combat damage. He had an easy ride; he knew it. 

He remembered the scars on his thighs, especially the left: he hadn't even been in the air; the bomb that 
had ended his time in Vietnam was part of the shelling during the TET Offensive. He had been drinking 
Budweiser and talking squadron bullshit when the explosions began. 

He had an easy time in the air above the jungles, too easy to sell it. No, the selling would require much 
more interesting stories than the ones he had. The movies never would portray the truth . 

•••••• 

How can I ever be sure? My work is very far from being an exact science: I cannot make accurate predic
tions or even ones that I can be sure of tomorrow. In his case, every accepted clinical indicator pointed 
towards a dismissal from treatment if he no longer wished to continue. I didn't have the authority to continue 
his treatment if he sought termination. I had to let him go. A "strange feeling" for what might have happened 
neither was nor is enough to continue analysis against a patient's will . 

...... .. 
How had he come to this area? He didn't know. He found himself in downtown Atlanta by accident, but 

now that he was here, he knew where he wanted to go. 
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He parked the Countach on the gravel lot provided by the Tigress V. That was the name of the place, 
featuring continuous nude erotic dancers until 6 a.m. every night with shows at nine and midnight. He was 
going to play roulette. He had no idea why he was here. 

He paid the overweight bouncer-doorman the five dollar cover and slipped inside. He was met instan
taneously with the pulsing beat of too loud Top 40 dance music. Smoke blurred his vision and blended the 
picture of the room into a wash of yellow, orange and red broken by flashes of green. He could feel the heat 
of them from above, even though they focused on the stages. The green spilled across his hands and face as 
he walked through the closely-grouped tables: it felt stangely cool, almost moist. Ray grimaced at the 
garishness of the lights: did they all try to look the same? 

He moved to a vacant seat near one of the two runway-style stages. There were four stages, with 22 
dancers distributed among them. Ray sat down and ordered a Budweiser. He was not that different from 
most of the people in the bar. His 53 years wore well on him: his hair was thick, black and had little grey. He 
was in excellent physical condition: he didn't smoke, drank only in very limited amounts and worked 
Nautilus four times a week. His blue eyes remained focused on the equally toned body of the dancer in front 
of him. His mind raced. 

The other men in the bar fell into mainly two crowds, the middle-aged businessmen and the barely twenty
one carousers. The older sat motionless, staring with urunoving faces at the nubile bodies that twisted and 
teased with wide smiles. The younger ones were a bit more wild, exchanging taunts with the dancers and 
joking with each other while they pounded three-dollar beers. 

Ray was thankful there were no shouts of "take it offi" owing to the fact that the dancers were already 
nude. He looked more intently at the woman in front of him. 

She was probably in her late twenties, but as he looked again, he was sure that she could have been 
anywhere between twenty and forty. She was tall, thin but well-rounded. Her pubic hair was mouse brown, 
yet looked auburn in the lights, and was neatly trimmed. On her left thigh she wore a garter filled with folded 
bills. His eyes followed up to her taut dancer's stomach and on to her small, pert breasts. Her brown nipples 
were hard with the effort of her exertion. Her throat was long and stretched as her head lay back in the form 
of the dance. Her hair was light blonde, dyed or bleached from its original brown. Her mouth was open in an 
inviting, titillating smile that belonged to every dancer in the place and was never taken off while on the 
stages. 

He almost hesitated as he focused on her eyes. They were pale, glassy brown, caught in the web of the music: 
He saw how they looked at the bland faces and overweight bodies around her, and yet saw none of them. In
cluding his. She continued to churn her chest and pelvis in complete oblivion. Did she ever look into the others' 
eyes? Ray's face twisted. 

The song ended, was replaced by a male voice, the disc jockey's. 
"Thanks a lot, girls! Why don't y'all take a break now while we do a little something special. Cindy? Cindy, 

where are ya, honey? Why don't you take center stage for one song." 
The rest of the dancers put their scanty clothes back on and left with smiles in place and joking reprimands to 

the men about not going anywhere. One dancer stepped up onto the runway in front of Ray. 
"Fellas, today is Cindy's birthday, so we're gonna do a single song in which she will be the only dancer. She's 

gonna put on an extra garter to collect all that money you should give her as a present! Go on, guys, wish Cindy 
a happy birthday!" 

Cindy stood at complete ease, unaware of her solitary nudity. As the music began, she started to dance, im
peded by the throng of hands and dollar bills surrounding her. They bought brief touches with their money, 
glimpsing her softness with their hands. 

Ray stood slowly, precisely flexing only the muscles that would bring him to standing. He walked to the edge 
of the stage, people easing out of his way without a word from him. He beckoned Cindy closer with a wave of 
his hand. She moved towards him and looked down with her smile. He simultaneously slipped a bill into each 
garter and said, "Happy Birthday." She continued to smile. She didn't notice the stroke he gave the outside of 
her right thigh or the denominations of the bills: they were hundreds. 

Ray turned to leave. He felt the floor as a surface only. His muscles were loose, unpoised. He walked out, 
pounding the ground with unplaced steps. He sat in the car. He found the keys and looked for the ignition . 

•••••• 



Ray looked at the tachometer rising, 5400, 5800. Should he shift now? No, he thought, he should put the 
clutch in at 6500 rpm. 

"Lawrence! get your ass out!" 
Now. The engine raced as the clutch disengaged the gears and Ray mistimed his release of the accelerator 

pedal. 
Cindy with Every Stripper's Smile had dissappeared: she had missed the bills, the touch, the look. 
"The nature of my game." 
Where the hell was Charlie!? Why couldn't Blue team blow his ass out of the jungle? 
Every gambler comes to the point-if his career is long enough-where he lays everything on the table, dou

ble or nothing. 
In fifth gear, the Lamborghini raced along at 165 miles per hour down the two-lane country turns. Ray press

ed the accelerator as if to drive it through the floorboards. 
Ray was a case for whom you either give up the profession or try to forget about. Strangely, for your sanity, 

you save the newspaper clippings. 
Bodies, faces, eyes all disconnected from each other. The trees blazed out of the white headlights. 
"Charlie's using AA!" 
The trees, Ray thought. He cut the lights off at 167 miles per hour. The engine whined with the exertion. 
He thought, calmly, Cindy and I; she should dance alone, at home. 
He cut the wheel hard to the left. 
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jon Riedel 

Waiting 

Tea kettle 
Falling on the stove 
I'm waiting 
for the river to overflow 
they say the rawest explosions 
flare up at dawn 
when I'm asleep 
or gone 

Press the river banks 
pour the uncharted tension 
I sit in the refrigerator 
when I'm tired 
and biding time 
watching the icicles drip off my nose 
There's another voice in here 
he stiffens my neck 
and bites the ends of my eyelids 
tapping raw nerves 
like maples in the springtime 

Waiting 
.for the edge of the water to curl 
They say the sliced explosions 
of unmarked conversations 
and sweat on the window 
simply fall together 
at dawn 
I strike a sore spot in you 
retreat 
and watch the fire glow 
again and again 

If I were a river I would overflow 
knocking at the doorknob 
with the doormat turned over 
and the bell somewhere else 



]on Riedel 

In the morning it is easiest to believe 
what stained glass and silent footsteps 
say about you 
You are too large 
I have no buttonhole to pull my finger through 
Too narrow 
like a road hanging between the trees 
a river meandering 
over stones 
as it faintly bums in the sun 
you are there 
but in the deep caverns 
the warm emptinesses 
where I expected to find you 
you were everywhere else 
in hollow suns 
in bitter moons on a cornfield 
in roses in the cement clutching leaves 

My faith is words caught on themselves 
hanging from the ceiling 
groping for the floor 
It is the reluctance of a river flowing backwards 
before it pitches over the falls 
waiting for the final shaft of light. 
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Lila Toney 

Ten Ways of Looking at a Frog 
(After Wallace Stevens) 

I 

I hear the frog complaining 
in the forest of my front lawn. 
It's too hot to cut the grass. 

II 

She caught a frog once 
in the springtime. 
It teased her with the eyes of royalty, 
but she let it go. 

III 

When I go alone to the desert, 
I will dream of frogs. 
When I cross the ocean, 
I will dream of frogs. 

N 

The frog's song 
like a neon sign 
lights up the swamp at midnight. 



v 

The old man squatted frog-like 
and traced his woman's name 
in the black soil where she 
would lie for a thousand years. 
His shadow leaped from inside him, 
and rested on the earth beside the mound. 

VI 

The bluntness of a frog 
is admirable. 
He says, "I am a simple creature 
you will never understand." 

VII 

No two frogs are alike, but 
Frog is a universal concept. 

VIII 

The unsuspecting frog family
aunts, brothers, and cousins
all vacationed along the Nile, 
spent the weekend 
as guests of the Pharaoh. 

IX 

Winter is bleak 
because there are no frogs 
to leap across the snow. 

X 

Some say the frog is stupid, 
but he keeps his eyes open 
underwater. 

25 
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